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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a device and a method.

Background Art

[0002] In the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), various technologies for improving system throughput have
been discussed. It may be said that a first shortcut for improving the system throughput is increasing a frequency to be
used. In the 3GPP, the technology of carrier aggregation (CA) has been considered in Release 10 and Release 11. CA
is a technology for improving the system throughput and a maximum data rate by aggregating component carriers (CCs)
having a bandwidth of 20 MHz for use. A frequency band available as a CC must adopt the technology of such CA.
Thus, a frequency band available for wireless communication of a cellular system is required.
[0003] For example, in Patent Literature 1, technology which enables a registered frequency band available for a
registered provider and an unlicensed band available when a predetermined condition is satisfied to be used in addition
to a dedicated frequency band allocated to each provider for exclusive use is disclosed.

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0004] Patent Literature 1: JP 2006-094001A
[0005] EP 2 732 582 A1 discloses a method, apparatus and computer program product which facilitate flexible time
sharing among systems. A method and apparatus may generate a secondary component carrier transmission plan
including planned on and off durations. The planned on durations correspond to a time period for an apparatus and
devices to communicate via an unlicensed band of the secondary component carrier. The planned off durations corre-
spond to a time interval in which the devices may deactivate from the unlicensed band or remain disconnected from the
unlicensed band. The method and apparatus may also enable provision of the plan to the devices via a licensed band
of a primary component carrier and detecting a medium of the unlicensed band prior to the expiration of the time period
to determine whether the medium is available in order to decide whether to turn on transmissions to the unlicensed band
after one of the planned off durations.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem

[0006] For example, a frequency band (for example, a channel of a wireless LAN included in a band of 5 GHz) is
shared between the cellular system and the wireless local area network (LAN). In this case, for example, a node (for
example, a base station) of the cellular system also performs carrier sense for the frequency band and uses the frequency
band.
[0007] However, in this case, in the carrier sense, the node of the cellular system may detect not only a signal transmitted
from a node (for example, an access point or a station) of the wireless LAN but also signals transmitted from other nodes
of the cellular system. As a result, when competition between the nodes of the cellular system occurs, the use of the
frequency band in the cellular system may be limited.
[0008] In this regard, it is desirable to provide a mechanism capable of using the frequency band shared by the cellular
system and the wireless LAN in the cellular system more flexibly.

Solution to Problem

[0009] According to the present disclosure, there are provided a device and a method according to the independent
claims. Further embodiments are disclosed in the dependent claims. Any reference to "embodiment(s)", "example(s)",
"the present technology" or "aspect(s) of the invention" in this description not falling under the scope of the claims should
be interpreted as illustrative example(s) for understanding the invention.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0010] As described above, according to the present disclosure, it is possible to use the frequency band shared by
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the cellular system and the wireless LAN in the cellular system more flexibly. Note that the effects described above are
not necessarily limited, and along with or instead of the effects, any effect that is desired to be introduced in the present
specification or other effects that can be expected from the present specification may be exhibited.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0011]

[FIG. 1] FIG. 1 is an explanatory diagram illustrating a frame format of Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) 802.11.
[FIG. 2] FIG. 2 is an explanatory diagram illustrating a frame format of long-term evolution (LTE).
[FIG. 3] FIG. 3 is a first explanatory diagram for describing an example of competition between nodes of cellular
systems.
[FIG. 4] FIG. 4 is a second explanatory diagram for describing an example of competition between nodes of cellular
systems.
[FIG. 5] FIG. 5 is a third explanatory diagram for describing an example of competition between nodes of cellular
systems.
[FIG. 6] FIG. 6 is an explanatory diagram illustrating an example of a schematic configuration of a communication
system according to a first embodiment.
[FIG. 7] FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating an example of a configuration of a base station according to the first
embodiment.
[FIG. 8] FIG. 8 is an explanatory diagram for describing a first example of predetermined radio resources according
to the first embodiment.
[FIG. 9] FIG. 9 is an explanatory diagram for describing a second example of predetermined radio resources according
to the first embodiment.
[FIG. 10] FIG. 10 is an explanatory diagram for describing a first example of carrier sense and signal transmission
according to the first embodiment.
[FIG. 11] FIG. 11 is an explanatory diagram for describing a second example of carrier sense and signal transmission
according to the first embodiment.
[FIG. 12] FIG. 12 is a flowchart illustrating an example of a schematic flow of a first process according to the first
embodiment.
[FIG. 13] FIG. 13 is a sequence diagram illustrating an example of a schematic flow of a second process according
to the first embodiment.
[FIG. 14] FIG. 14 is an explanatory diagram illustrating an example of a schematic configuration of a communication
system according to a second embodiment.
[FIG. 15] FIG. 15 is a block diagram illustrating an example of a configuration of a base station according to the
second embodiment.
[FIG. 16] FIG. 16 is an explanatory diagram illustrating an example of a schematic configuration of a communication
system according to a third embodiment.
[FIG. 17] FIG. 17 is a block diagram illustrating an example of a configuration of a base station according to the third
embodiment.
[FIG. 18] FIG. 18 is a block diagram illustrating an example of a configuration of a base station according to the third
embodiment.
[FIG. 19] FIG. 19 is an explanatory diagram for describing an example of an operation of a base station according
to the third embodiment.
[FIG. 20] FIG. 20 is a sequence diagram illustrating an example of a schematic flow of a first process according to
the third embodiment.
[FIG. 21] FIG. 21 is a flowchart illustrating an example of a schematic flow of a second process according to the
third embodiment.
[FIG. 22] FIG. 22 is a block diagram illustrating a first example of a schematic configuration of an eNB.
[FIG. 23] FIG. 23 is a block diagram illustrating a second example of a schematic configuration of an eNB.

Mode(s) for Carrying Out the Invention

[0012] Hereinafter, preferred embodiments of the present disclosure will be described in detail and with reference to
the attached drawings. Note that, in this specification and the appended drawings, structural elements that have sub-
stantially the same function and structure are denoted with the same reference numerals, and repeated explanation of
these structural elements is omitted.
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[0013] Note that, in this specification and the appended drawings, different letters may be added to the end of structural
elements having substantially the same function to distinguish them. For example, a plurality of structural elements
having substantially the same functional configuration are distinguished as necessary, as in base stations 100A, 100B,
and 100C. However, when it is unnecessary to distinguish such a plurality of structural elements having substantially
the same functional configuration, only the same reference numeral is given. For example, when the base stations 100A,
100B, and 100C need not be particularly distinguished, they are referred to simply as a "base station 100."
[0014] The description will proceed in the following order.

1. Introduction
2. First embodiment
2.1. Overview
2.2. Schematic configuration of communication system
2.3. Configuration of base station
2.4. Technical characteristics of first embodiment
2.5. Flow of process
3. Second embodiment
3.1. Overview
3.2. Schematic configuration of communication system
3.3. Configuration of base station
3.4. Technical characteristics of second embodiment
3.5. Flow of process
4. Third embodiment
4.1. Overview
4.2. Schematic configuration of communication system
4.3. Configuration of base station
4.4. Configuration of base station
4.5. Technical characteristics of third embodiment
4.6. Flow of process
5. Application example
6. Conclusion

<<1. Introduction>>

[0015] First, sharing of a frequency band, technology related to wireless communication, and technology related to a
cellular system will be described with reference to FIGS. 1 and 2.

(Sharing of frequency band)

(a) Background of frequency sharing

[0016] A frequency band available for the cellular system is required. For example, a band of 5 GHz is considered as
a frequency band for use in the cellular system.
[0017] However, the band of 5 GHz is also used in the wireless LAN. Thus, when the cellular system uses the band
of 5 GHz, for example, the band of 5 GHz is shared between cellular system and wireless LAN. Specifically, for example,
a frequency band of 5GHz (for example, a channel of a wireless LAN) is used in the wireless LAN communication at a
certain time and used in the cellular system at another time. Thereby, frequency utilization efficiency of the band of 5
GHz is improved. Also, the wireless LAN standard includes Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
802.11a, 11b, 11g, 11n, 11ac, and 11ad, etc. and these standards are characterized in that IEEE 802.11 is adopted for
a media access control (MAC) layer.

(b) Sharing technique

[0018] Wireless LAN nodes (an access point and a station) are already widespread around the world. For this reason,
from the point of view of backward compatibility, it is desirable for a mechanism for sharing a frequency band between
a cellular system and a wireless LAN that does not change operations of the wireless LAN nodes to be reviewed as a
technique of Long Term Evolution (LTE) and decided as a new standard of LTE. A terminal device conforming to the
new standard is considered to use a frequency band shared between the cellular system and the wireless LAN (hereinafter
referred to as a "shared band"), while a terminal device not conforming to the new standard is considered not to use the
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shared band.

(c) Usage as component carrier

[0019] In LTE, LTE-Advanced, or a cellular system conforming to a communication standard equivalent thereto, the
shared band will be used as, for example, a component carrier (CC). Further, it is assumed that the frequency band of
the cellular system is used as a primary component carrier (PCC) and the shared band is used as a secondary component
carrier (SCC). Also, a control signal and a data signal can be transmitted and received using a frequency band of the
cellular system and the data signal can be transmitted and received using the shared band.

(d) Fair sharing

[0020] It is desirable for the shared band to be fairly shared between the cellular system and the wireless LAN. In the
wireless LAN, since a channel (the shared band) is fairly shared according to carrier sense multiple access (CSMA), it
is desirable for the channel (the shared band) to be fairly shared, for example, even between the cellular system and
the wireless LAN through a technique in which CSMA is considered.
[0021] Various sharing techniques can be considered as fair sharing. For example, fair sharing can be defined as "the
case in which opportunities for the wireless LAN to use the shared band and opportunities for the cellular system to use
the shared band are equally given." In other words, it does not means that the cellular system and the wireless LAN are
the same in actual communication traffic, and any case in which the same opportunities of communication are given to
the cellular system and the wireless LAN is regarded as fair sharing.
[0022] As an example, when the shared band is used in the cellular system for a certain period, then the shared band
is not used in the cellular system for the same period.

(Technology related to wireless LAN)

[0023] A frame format of IEEE 802.11 will be described as the technology related to wireless LAN with reference to
FIG. 1. FIG. 1 is an explanatory diagram illustrating a frame format of IEEE 802.11.
[0024] In IEEE 802.11, a DATA frame and an acknowledgement (ACK) frame are basic frames. When the DATA frame
is correctly received, the ACK frame is a frame which causes a transmitting side to know the success of reception of the
DATA frame. Although wireless communication can be performed only by the DATA frame and the ACK frame in the
wireless LAN, two frames such as a request to send (RTS) frame and a clear to send (CTS) frame are generally further
used.
[0025] Before the RTS frame is transmitted, each wireless LAN node which performs the wireless LAN communication
confirms that no signal is transmitted during a period referred to as a distributed coordination function (DCF) inter-frame
space (DIFS). This is referred to as carrier sense. When nodes simultaneously start to transmit signals at a point in time
at which the DIFS has elapsed, the signals may collide with each other. Thus, each node waits for a backoff time randomly
set for each node and transmits a signal if no signal is transmitted for the backoff time.
[0026] Basically, the node cannot transmit the signal while any signal is detected. However, because there is a hidden
terminal problem, an RTS frame and a CTS frame including a duration field for setting a value referred to as a network
allocation vector (NAV) are added. The NAV is set on the basis of a value included in the duration field. The node setting
the NAV avoids transmitting a signal during a period of the NAV.
[0027] First, a first node for transmitting the DATA frame transmits the RTS frame. Then, another node located around
the first node receives the RTS frame and acquires a value included in the duration field in the RTS frame. The other
node sets, for example, its own NAV to the above-mentioned acquired value and avoids transmitting a signal during the
period of the NAV. For example, the period of the NAV is a period from the end of the RTS frame to the end of the ACK frame.
[0028] Also, a second node for receiving the DATA frame transmits the CTS frame after only a short inter-frame space
(SIFS) from the end of the RTS frame according to the reception of the RTS frame. Then, another node located around
the above-mentioned second node receives the CTS frame and acquires a value included in the duration field in the
CTS frame. The other node sets, for example, its own NAV to the above-mentioned acquired value and avoids transmitting
a signal during the period of the NAV. The period of the NAV is a period from the end of the CTS frame to the end of
the ACK frame. Thereby, for example, it is possible to prevent the other node (that is, a hidden node for the above-
mentioned first node) close to the above-mentioned second node without being close to the above-mentioned first node
from transmitting a signal during communication of the above-mentioned first node and the above-mentioned second
node.
[0029] Also, the RTS frame includes a frame control field, a reception address field, a transmission address field, and
a frame check sequence (FCS) in addition to the duration field. Also, the CTS frame includes a frame control field, a
reception address field, and an FCS in addition to the duration field.
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[0030] Also, the DIFS and the SIFS in the standard of the IEEE 802.11 series have, for example, the following lengths.

(Technology related to cellular system)

(a) Frame format

[0031] The frame format of LTE will be described with reference to FIG. 2. FIG. 2 is an explanatory diagram illustrating
the frame format of LTE.
[0032] First, a unit of time such as a radio frame is used in LTE. One radio frame is 10 ms. Each radio frame is identified
by a system frame number (SFN) which is any one of 0 to 1023.
[0033] The radio frame includes 10 sub-frames identified by #0 to #9. Each sub-frame is 1 ms. Further, each sub-
frame includes two slots and each slot incudes, for example, seven orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
symbols. That is, each sub-frame includes 14 OFDM symbols. Also, the frame format illustrated in FIG. 2 is a frame
format of a downlink and the frame format of an uplink includes a single carrier frequency division multiple access (SC-
FDMA) symbol in place of an OFDM symbol.

(b) Carrier aggregation

- Component carriers

[0034] With carrier aggregation in Release 10, up to a maximum of five CCs are aggregated for use by user equipment
(UE). Each CC is a band with a maximum width of 20 MHz. Carrier aggregation includes a case in which successive
CCs in the frequency direction are used, and a case in which separated CCs in the frequency direction are used. With
carrier aggregation, the CCs to be used may be set for each UE.

- PCC and SCC

[0035] In carrier aggregation, one of the multiple CCs used by a UE is a special CC. This special CC is called the
primary component carrier (PCC). Also, the remaining CCs among the multiple CCs are called secondary component
carriers (SCCs). The PCC may be different depending on the UE.
[0036] Since the PCC is the most important CC among the multiple CCs, it is desirable for the PCC to be the CC with
the most stable communication quality. Note that in actual practice, which CC to treat as the PCC depends on the
implementation.
[0037] The SCC is added to the PCC. In addition, an existing SCC that has been added may also be removed. Note
that changing an SCC is conducted by removing an existing SCC and adding a new SCC.

- PCC determination method and changing method

[0038] When a UE connection is initially established and the status of the UE goes from Radio Resource Control
(RRC) Idle to RRC Connected, the CC that the UE used during the establishment of the connection becomes the PCC
for that UE. More specifically, a connection is established through a connection establishment procedure. At this point,
the status of the UE goes from RRC Idle to RRC Connected. Also, the CC used in the procedure becomes the PCC for
the above UE. Note that the above procedure is a procedure initiated from the UE side.
[0039] Additionally, PCC changing is conducted by a handover between frequencies. More specifically, if a handover
is specified in a connection reconfiguration procedure, a PCC handover is conducted, and the PCC is changed. Note
that the above procedure is a procedure initiated from the network side.

- Adding SCC

[0040] As discussed above, the SCC is added to the PCC. As a result, the SCC is associated with the PCC. In other
words, the SCC is subordinate to the PCC. SSC addition may be conducted through a connection reconfiguration

[Table 1]

802. 11b 802. llg 802. 11a 802. 11n 802. 11ac

SIFS 10 us 10 us 16 us 16 us 16 us

DIFS 50 us 28 us 34 us 34 us 34 us
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procedure. Note that this procedure is a procedure initiated from the network side.

- Removing SSC

[0041] As discussed above, an SCC may be removed. SSC removal may be conducted through a connection recon-
figuration procedure. Specifically, a specific SCC specified in a message is removed. Note that the above procedure is
a procedure initiated from the network side.
[0042] In addition, the removal of all SCCs may be conducted through a connection re-establishment procedure.

- Special role of PCC

[0043] The connection establishment procedure, the transmitting and receiving of non-access stratum (NAS) signaling,
and the transmitting and receiving of uplink control signals on the physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) are conducted
only by the PCC, and not by the SCCs.
[0044] In addition, the detection of a radio link failure (RLF) and a subsequent connection re-establishment procedure
are also conducted only by the PCC, and not by the SCCs.

(Conditions of backhauling for carrier aggregation)

[0045] For example, an ACK of a downlink signal on an SCC is transmitted by the PUCCH of the PCC. Since the ACK
is used for the retransmission of data by the evolved Node B (eNB), a delay of the ACK is not acceptable. Consequently,
when a first eNB using a CC that acts as the PCC for a UE is different from a second eNB using a CC that acts as an
SCC for the UE, a backhaul delay of approximately 10 ms between the first eNB and the second eNB is desirable.

«2. First embodiment»

[0046] Next, a first embodiment will be described with reference to FIGS. 3 to 13.

<2.1. Overview>

(Technical problem)

[0047] For example, a frequency band (for example, a channel of a wireless LAN included in a band of 5 GHz) is
shared between the cellular system and the wireless LAN (Local Area Network). In this case, for example, a node (for
example, a base station) of the cellular system also performs carrier sense for a frequency band and uses the frequency
band.
[0048] However, in this case, in the carrier sense, the node of the cellular system may detect not only a signal transmitted
from a node (for example, an access point or a station) of the wireless LAN but also signals transmitted from other nodes
of the cellular system. As a result, when there is competition between the nodes of the cellular system, the use of the
frequency band in the cellular system may be limited. This point will be described below with reference to FIGS. 3 to 5
using a specific example.
[0049] FIGS. 3 to 5 are explanatory diagrams for describing an example of competition between nodes of a cellular
system. Referring to FIG. 3, base stations 10A and 10B and wireless LAN nodes 20A, 20B, and 20C of a cellular system
are illustrated. In this example, the base station 10A is able to receive signals transmitted from the wireless LAN nodes
20A and 20C and the base station 10B but does not receive a signal transmitted from the wireless LAN node 20B. The
base station 10B is able to receive signals transmitted from the wireless LAN nodes 20B and 20C and the base station
10A but does not receive a signal transmitted from the wireless LAN node 20A.
[0050] For example, as illustrated in FIG. 4, when transmission of a signal using the shared band by the wireless LAN
node 20A ends, the base station 10A performs the carrier sense for the shared band and performs wireless communication
using the shared band. On the other hand, when transmission of a signal using the shared band by the wireless LAN
node 20B ends, the base station 10B performs the carrier sense for the shared band. However, the base station 10B
detects the signal transmitted from the base station 10A in the carrier sense. As a result, the base station 10B is unable
to perform wireless communication using the shared band due to the use of the shared band by the base station 10A.
[0051] Further, as illustrated in FIG. 5, the base station 10 and the wireless LAN node 20 transmit signals using the
entire shared band 30 (the entire channel of the wireless LAN). In other words, the base station 10 transmits the signal
using all resource blocks arranged in a frequency direction in the shared band 30. The base station 10 and the wireless
LAN node 20 perform the carrier sense for the entire shared band 30.
[0052] As described above, when competition between the nodes of the cellular system occurs, the use of the frequency
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band (that is, the shared band) in the cellular system may be limited. In this regard, it is desirable to provide a mechanism
capable of using the frequency band shared by the cellular system and the wireless LAN (that is, the shared band) in
the cellular system more flexibly.

(Solution)

[0053] In the first embodiment, the base station performs the carrier sense for predetermined radio resources among
radio resources of the frequency band shared by the cellular system and the wireless LAN. Further, wireless communi-
cation of the base station in the frequency band is controlled in a manner that a signal is not transmitted through the
predetermined radio resources among the radio resources of the frequency band, and the signal is transmitted through
radio resources other than the predetermined radio resources.
[0054] Accordingly, for example, the frequency band shared by the cellular system and the wireless LAN (that is, the
shared band) can be more flexibly used in the cellular system.

<2.2. Schematic configuration of communication system>

[0055] Next, a schematic configuration of a communication system 1 according to the first embodiment will be described
with reference to 6. FIG. 6 is an explanatory diagram illustrating an example of a schematic configuration of the com-
munication system 1 according to the first embodiment. Referring to FIG. 6, the communication system 1 includes a
base station 100 and a wireless LAN node 20.

(Base station 100)

[0056] The base station 100 is a base station of the cellular system. For example, the cellular system is a system
conforming to LTE, LTE-Advanced, and a communication standard equivalent thereto.

(a) Frequency band

[0057] The base station 100 performs wireless communication using a frequency band for the cellular system. For
example, the frequency band is a component carrier for the cellular system.
[0058] Particularly, in the first embodiment, the base station 100 further performs wireless communication using the
frequency band shared by the cellular system and the wireless LAN (that is, the shared band). For example, the shared
band is a channel of the wireless LAN. More specifically, for example, the shared band is a channel of a band of 5 GHz
(or a band of 2.4 GHz) and a bandwidth of 20 MHz.
[0059] The frequency band for the cellular system is a licensed band or a frequency band included in the licensed
band. The shared band is an unlicensed band or a frequency band included in the unlicensed band.

(b) Wireless communication with terminal device

[0060] The base station 100 performs wireless communication with the terminal device. For example, the base station
100 performs wireless communication with a terminal device located within a cell 101 of the base station 100. Specifically,
for example, the base station 100 transmits a downlink signal to the terminal device, and receives an uplink signal from
the terminal device.

(Wireless LAN node 20)

[0061] The wireless LAN node 20 is an access point or a station of the wireless LAN. For example, the wireless LAN
node 20 operates according to any one of IEEE 802.11 standards (for example, IEEE 802.11a, 11b, 11g, 11n, 11ac,
11ad, and the like).
[0062] The wireless LAN node 20 performs wireless communication through the channel of the wireless LAN (that is,
the shared band). For example, the wireless LAN node 20 performs wireless communication according to the CSMA.
More specifically, for example, the wireless LAN node 20 performs the carrier sense for the channel. Further, when the
result of the carrier sense indicates that the channel is usable (for example, when the result of the carrier sense indicates
that no signal is transmitted from other nodes through the channel for a predetermined time), the wireless LAN node 20
performs wireless communication through the channel.
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<2.3. Configuration of base station>

[0063] Next, an example of the configuration of a base station 100 according to the first embodiment will be described
with reference to FIG. 7. FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating an example of the configuration of the base station 100
according to the first embodiment. Referring to FIG. 7, the base station 100 is equipped with an antenna unit 110, a
wireless communication unit 120, a network communication unit 130, a storage unit 140, and a processing unit 150.

(Antenna unit 110)

[0064] The antenna unit 110 emits a signal output by the wireless communication unit 120 into space as a radio wave.
Additionally, the antenna unit 110 converts a radio wave from space into a signal, and outputs the signal to the wireless
communication unit 120.

(Wireless communication unit 120)

[0065] The wireless communication unit 120 performs transmission and reception of a signal. For example, the wireless
communication unit 120 performs transmission and reception of a signal using the frequency band for the cellular system
and/or the frequency band shared by the cellular system and the wireless LAN (that is, the shared band).

(Network communication unit 130)

[0066] The network communication unit 130 performs transmission and reception of information. For example, the
network communication unit 130 transmits information to another node, and receives information from another node.
For example, another node includes another base station and a core network node.

(Storage unit 140)

[0067] The storage unit 140 temporarily or permanently stores programs and data for the operation of the base station
100.

(Processing unit 150)

[0068] The processing unit 150 provides various functions of the base station 100. The processing unit 150 includes
a carrier sense unit 151, an information acquiring unit 153, a first control unit 155, and a second control unit 157. The
processing unit 150 may further include any component other than these components. In other words, the processing
unit 150 can perform an operation other than operations of these components.

(Carrier sense unit 151)

[0069] The carrier sense unit 151 performs the carrier sense. In other words, the carrier sense unit 151 checks whether
or not a signal is transmitted from other nodes using the frequency band or radio resources.

(Information acquiring unit 153)

[0070] The information acquiring unit 153 acquires information. For example, the information acquiring unit 153 acquires
information for the first control unit 155 or the second control unit 157.

(First control unit 155)

[0071] The first control unit 155 controls wireless communication of the base station 100. For example, the first control
unit 155 controls the wireless communication of the base station 100 in the frequency band shared by the cellular system
and the wireless LAN (that is, the shared band). Further, for example, the first control unit 155 controls the wireless
communication of the base station 100 in the frequency band for the cellular system.

(Second control unit 157)

[0072] The second control unit 157 gives a notification to another node. For example, another node includes another
base station. Further, another node may include a core network.
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<2.4. Technical characteristics of first embodiment>

[0073] Next, technical characteristics of the first embodiment will be described with reference to FIGS. 8 to 11.

(Carrier sense and signal transmission)

(a) Carrier sense

[0074] Particularly, in the first embodiment, the carrier sense unit 151 performs the carrier sense for predetermined
radio resources among the radio resources of the shared band (that is, the frequency band shared by the cellular system
and the wireless LAN). In other words, the carrier sense unit 151 checks whether or not a signal is transmitted from
other nodes through the predetermined radio resources. The predetermined radio resources are not all but some of the
radio resources of the shared band.

(b) Transmission of signal

[0075] Particularly, in the first embodiment, the first control unit 155 controls the wireless communication of the base
station 100 in the shared band in a manner that a signal is not transmitted through the predetermined radio resources
among the radio resources of the shared band, and a signal is transmitted through radio resources other than the
predetermined radio resources. The predetermined radio resources are not all but some of the radio resources of the
shared band. The other radio resources are also some of the radio resources of the shared band.

(b-1) Specific process

[0076] As an example, the first control unit 155 allocates the radio resources of the shared band. In this case, for
example, the first control unit 155 does not allocate the predetermined radio resources to the terminal device but allocates
the other radio resources to the terminal device. Thus, for example, the base station 100 and the terminal device do not
transmit the signal through the predetermined radio resources.
[0077] As another example, the first control unit 155 may map a signal to the radio resources of the shared band. In
this case, for example, the first control unit 155 does not map a signal to the predetermined radio resources but maps
a signal to the other radio resources. Thus, for example, the base station 100 does not transmit the signal through the
predetermined radio resources.

(b-2) Control according to result of carrier sense

[0078] The first control unit 155 controls the wireless communication of the base station 100 in the shared band
according to the result of the carrier sense. For example, when the result of the carrier sense indicates that no signal is
transmitted from other nodes through the predetermined radio resources for a predetermined time, the first control unit
155 controls the wireless communication of the base station 100 in the shared band in a manner that a signal is transmitted
through the other radio resources.

(c) Predetermined radio resources

[0079] For example, the predetermined radio resources are radio resources of a partial band which is a part of the
shared band. In other words, the carrier sense unit 151 performs the carrier sense for the radio resources of the partial
band. In other words, the carrier sense unit 151 performs the carrier sense for the partial band.

(c-1) Two or more partial bands

[0080] For example, the predetermined radio resources are radio resources of the two or more partial bands which
are parts of the shared band. In other words, the carrier sense is performed through two or more partial bands of the
shared band. Further, no signal is transmitted from the base station 100 and the terminal device through the radio
resources of the two or more partial bands of the shared band.
[0081] It will be appreciated that, in the first embodiment, the predetermined radio resources may be radio resources
of one partial band which is a part of the shared band.
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(c-2) Example of partial band

- Fixed band

[0082] For example, the partial band is a fixed band that does not vary periodically. This point will be described below
with reference to FIG. 8 using a specific example.
[0083] FIG. 8 is an explanatory diagram for describing a first example of the predetermined radio resources according
to the first embodiment. Referring to FIG. 8, resource blocks of the shared band 30 and the shared band 30 are illustrated.
In this example, the base station 100 performs the carrier sense for resource blocks of the partial bands 31, 33, and 35
which are parts of the shared band 30. In other words, the base station 100 performs the carrier sense for the partial
bands 31, 33, and 35 which are parts of the shared band 30. Further, when the result of the carrier sense indicates that
no signal is transmitted from other nodes through the resource blocks of the partial bands 31, 33, and 35 for a prede-
termined time, for example, the base station 100 (and/or the terminal device) transmits a signal through resource blocks
of other partial bands 32, 34, and 36. The base station 100 (and/or the terminal device) does not transmit a signal, for
example, through the resource blocks of the partial bands 31, 33, and 35.
[0084] For example, there are the base station 100A and the base station 100B as illustrated in FIG. 6. In this case,
for example, the base station 100A performs the carrier sense for the resource blocks of the partial bands 31, 33, and
35, and the base station 100B transmits a signal through the resource blocks of the other partial bands 32, 34, and 36.
As a result, the base station 100A does not detect a signal transmitted from the base station 100B in the carrier sense.

- Variable band

[0085] The partial band may be a band that varies periodically. For example, the partial band may be a band that
varies periodically according to a predetermined pattern. This point will be described below with reference to FIG. 9
using a specific example.
[0086] FIG. 9 is an explanatory diagram for describing the second example of the predetermined radio resources
according to the first embodiment. Referring to FIG. 9, resource blocks of the shared band 30 and the shared band 30
are illustrated. The base station 100 performs the carrier sense for the radio resources of the partial band that varies
periodically according to a predetermined pattern. For example, the base station 100 performs the carrier sense for the
resource blocks of the partial bands 31, 34, and 35 in a sub frame 41. In other words, the base station 100 performs the
carrier sense for the partial bands 31, 34, and 35 in the sub frame 41. The base station 100 performs the carrier sense
for the partial bands 32, 35, and 36 in a sub frame 42, performs the carrier sense for the partial bands 33, 34, and 35
in a sub frame 43, and performs the carrier sense for the partial bands 31, 32, and 33 in a sub frame 44. Further, when
the result of the carrier sense indicates that no signal is transmitted from other nodes through the partial band that varies
periodically according to the predetermined pattern for a predetermined time, the base station 100 (and/or the terminal
device) transmits a signal through, for example, radio resources of other partial bands. In this example, the base station
100 (and/or the terminal device) transmits a signal through the resource blocks of the partial bands 32, 33, and 36 in
the sub frame 41. The base station 100 (and/or the terminal device) transmits a signal through the resource blocks of
the partial bands 31, 33, and 34 in the sub frame 42, transmits a signal through the resource blocks of the partial bands
31, 32, and 36 in the sub frame 43, and transmits a signal through the resource blocks of the partial bands 34, 35, and
36 through the sub frame 44.
[0087] For example, there are the base station 100A and the base station 100B as illustrated in FIG. 6. In this case,
for example, in the sub frame 41, the base station 100A performs the carrier sense for the partial bands 31, 34, and 35,
and the base station 100B transmits a signal through the resource blocks of other partial bands 32, 33, and 36. As a
result, the base station 100A does not detect a signal transmitted from the base station 100B in the carrier sense.
[0088] The partial band may be a band that varies by sub frame as illustrated in FIG. 9 or may be a band that varies
by another period. As an example, the partial band may be a band that varies by a predetermined number of sub frames
or may be a band that varies by a predetermined number of radio frames. The predetermined pattern may be a pattern
that is repeated at intervals of predetermined periods (for example, intervals of a predetermined number of radio frames).

(c-3) Others

- Control region and data region

[0089] For the shared band, there may be a control region and a data region. In this case, the predetermined radio
resources may be radio resources of the data region including no radio resources of the control region. For example,
the carrier sense for the radio resources of the data region among the radio resources of the partial band may be
performed, and no signal may be transmitted through the radio resources.
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[0090] On the other hand, the other radio resources (through which a signal is transmitted) may include the radio
resources of the control region and the radio resources of the data region. For example, a signal may be transmitted
through the radio resources of the control region of the shared band and the radio resources of the data region of the
other partial bands which are parts of the shared band.
[0091] The control region may be a region in which a physical control channel is arranged. In other words, the prede-
termined radio resources may not include radio resources of the physical control channel. The physical control channel
may include a physical downlink control channel (PDCCH). The data region may be a region other than the control
region. As an example, the control region may be a region of a sub frame corresponding to a predetermined number of
symbols, and the data region may be a region of a sub frame corresponding to other symbols.

- Predetermined period

[0092] The predetermined radio resources may be radio resources within a predetermined period. For example, the
carrier sense for the radio resources of the partial band may be performed in the predetermined period, and no signal
may be transmitted through the radio resources in the predetermined period.
[0093] On the other hand, the other radio resources (through which a signal is transmitted) may include radio resources
within the predetermined period and radio resources of other periods. For example, in the predetermined period, a signal
may be transmitted through the radio resources of the other partial bands which are parts of the shared band, or a signal
may be transmitted through the radio resources of the entire shared band in other periods.

- Predetermined resource element

[0094] The predetermined radio resources may be not the radio resources of the partial band but other radio resources.
As an example, the predetermined radio resources may be radio resources of one or more discrete sub carriers (for
example, resource elements).

(d) Other radio resources

[0095] For example, the radio resources other than the predetermined radio resources include radio resources of other
partial bands which are parts of the shared band. In other words, (in at least one of periods) the base station 100 (and/or
the terminal device) does not transmit a signal through the partial band but transmits a signal through the other partial
bands. This point will be described with reference to FIGS. 8 and 9.
[0096] Accordingly, for example, it is possible to suppress the wireless communication of the wireless LAN node while
preventing detection of a signal by other base stations in the carrier sense.

(e) Example of carrier sense and signal transmission

[0097] FIG. 10 is an explanatory diagram for describing a first example of the carrier sense and the signal transmission
according to the first embodiment. When transmission of a signal by the wireless LAN node 20A using the shared band
ends, the base station 100A performs the carrier sense for predetermined radio resources among the radio resources
of the shared band. Thereafter, the base station 100A (and/or the terminal device) transmits a signal through radio
resources other than the predetermined radio resources. On the other hand, when transmission of a signal by the wireless
LAN node 20B using the shared band ends, the base station 100B performs the carrier sense for predetermined radio
resources. Here, since the base station 100A (and/or the terminal device) transmits a signal through radio resources
other than the predetermined radio resources, the base station 100B does not detect a signal transmitted from the base
station 100A (and/or the terminal device) in the carrier sense. As a result, after the carrier sense, the base station 100B
(and/or the terminal device) transmits a signal through radio resources other than the predetermined radio resources.
[0098] As described above, the carrier sense for the predetermined radio resources among the radio resources of the
shared band is performed, and a signal is transmitted through radio resources other than the predetermined radio
resources. Accordingly, for example, it is possible to use the frequency band shared by the cellular system and the
wireless LAN (that is, the shared band) in the cellular system more flexibly. More specifically, for example, competition
between the nodes of the cellular system is prevented in the shared band. Thus, the nodes of the cellular system can
use the shared band regardless of the use status of the shared band by other nodes. In other words, the shared band
can be more flexibly used in the cellular system.
[0099] Further, it is unnecessary to check whether a signal transmitted using the shared band is a signal transmitted
by the wireless LAN node or a signal transmitted by the node of the cellular system based on the details of the signal.
Further, it is unnecessary to decode the signal. For this reason, an increase in complexity can be prevented.
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(Notification of termination timing to other base stations)

[0100] For example, the information acquiring unit 153 acquires information indicating a timing at which the base
station 100 ends the wireless communication using the shared band (that is, the frequency band shared by the cellular
system and the wireless LAN) (hereinafter referred to as "first timing information."). Then, the second control unit 157
gives a notification indicating the timing to one or more other base stations.

(a) First timing information

[0101] For example, the first timing information is generated by the processing unit 150.
[0102] The first timing information may be information indicating a timing at which the base station 100 ends the
wireless communication using the shared band or may be information indicating a radio frame and/or a sub frame in
which the base station 100 ends the wireless communication using the shared band. The first timing information is not
limited to this example and may be any other information.

(b) One or more base stations

[0103] For example, each of one or more base stations is a base station near the base station 100. For example, one
or more base stations include the base station of the cellular system including the base station 100.
[0104] Further, one or more base stations may include a base station of another cellular system different from the
cellular system. Thus, competition between the cellular systems can be prevented. Further, the cellular system may be
a system of a first operator, and another cellular system may be a system of a second operator different from the first
operator. Thus, competition between the cellular systems of the different operators can be prevented.

(c) Notification of timing

[0105] For example, the second control unit 157 gives a notification of the timing to one or more base stations through
the transmission of the first timing information. For example, the second control unit 157 transmits the first timing infor-
mation to one or more other base stations through the network communication unit 130.
[0106] As described above, the base station 100 gives a notification of the timing to one or more other base stations.
Thus, for example, the wireless communication of the base stations using the shared band can be set to end at the
same timing. As a result, it is possible to prevent a situation in which a specific wireless LAN node is unable to perform
wireless communication for a long time.
[0107] Referring back to FIG. 6, for example, the wireless LAN node 20A receives the signal transmitted from the base
station 100A but does not receive the signal transmitted from the base station 100B. Thus, for example, the wireless
LAN node 20A is unable to perform wireless communication using the shared band while the base station 100A is
transmitting the signal. The wireless LAN node 20B receives the signal transmitted from the base station 100B but does
not receive the signal transmitted from the base station 100A. Thus, the wireless LAN node 20B is unable to perform
wireless communication using the shared band while the base station 100B is transmitting the signal. The wireless LAN
node 20C receives the signal transmitted from the base station 100A and the signal transmitted from the base station
100B. Thus, the wireless LAN node 20C is unable to perform wireless communication using the shared band while at
least one of the base station 100A and the base station 100B is transmitting the signal. In this case, the wireless LAN
node 20C is unable to perform wireless communication for a longer time than the wireless LAN node 20A and the wireless
LAN node 20B. In this regard, as described above, since the base station 100A and the base station 100B are set to
end the wireless communication using the shared band at the same timing, a time in which the wireless LAN node 20C
is unable to perform wireless communication using the shared band can be further reduced. In other words, it is possible
to suppress a decrease in opportunities for the wireless communication of the wireless LAN node 20C in the shared band.

(End of wireless communication using shared band)

[0108] For example, the information acquiring unit 153 acquires information indicating a timing at which another base
station ends the wireless communication using the shared band (hereinafter referred to as "second timing information").
Then, the first control unit 155 ends the wireless communication of the base station 100 in the shared band according
to the timing.

(a) Second timing information

[0109] For example, the second timing information is information which is transmitted from another base station to the
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base station 100 and stored in, for example, the storage unit 140. The information acquiring unit 153 acquires the second
timing information from the storage unit 140.
[0110] The second timing information may be a timing at which another base station ends the wireless communication
using the shared band or may be information indicating a radio frame and/or a sub frame in which the base station 100
ends the wireless communication using the shared band. The first timing information is not limited to this example and
may be any other information.

(b) Oher base station

[0111] For example, another base station is a base station near the base station 100. For example, another base
station is a base station of the cellular system including the base station 100.
[0112] Further, another base station may be a base station of another cellular system different from the cellular system.
Thus, competition between the cellular systems can be prevented. Further, the cellular system may be a system of a
first operator, and another cellular system may be a system of a second operator different from the first operator. Thus,
competition between the cellular systems of the different operators can be prevented.

(c) End of wireless communication using shared band

[0113] For example, the first control unit 155 ends the wireless communication of the base station 100 in the shared
band at the timing. This point will be described below with reference to FIG. 11 using a specific example.
[0114] FIG. 11 is an explanatory diagram for describing the second example of the carrier sense and the signal
transmission according to the first embodiment. Similarly to the example described above with reference to FIG. 10, the
base station 100A starts the wireless communication using the shared band after the carrier sense. The, the base station
100A gives a notification indicating a timing at which the base station 100A ends the wireless communication using the
shared band to the base station 100B. Further, similarly to the example described above with reference to FIG. 10, the
base station 100B also starts the wireless communication using the shared band after the carrier sense. Thereafter, the
base station 100A and the base station 100B end the wireless communication using the shared band at the timing.
[0115] As an example of a specific process, the first control unit 155 does not allocate the radio resources of the shared
band after the timing to the terminal device. As another example, the first control unit 155 does not map a signal to the
radio resources of the shared band after the timing.
[0116] As described above, the wireless communication of the base station 100 in the shared band ends at a timing
at which another base station ends the wireless communication using the shared band. Thus, for example, the wireless
communication of the base stations using the shared band can be set to end at the same timing. As a result, it is possible
to prevent a situation in which a specific wireless LAN node is unable to perform wireless communication for a long time.

<2.5. Flow of process>

[0117] Next, the flow of a process according to the first embodiment will be described with reference to FIGS. 12 and 13.

(First process)

[0118] FIG. 12 is a flowchart illustrating an example of a schematic flow of a first process according to the first em-
bodiment. The first process is a process related to the carrier sense and transmission and reception of a signal.
[0119] The base station 100 (the carrier sense unit 151) performs the carrier sense for predetermined radio resources
among the radio resources of the shared band (S1001).
[0120] When the result of the carrier sense indicates that a signal is transmitted from another node through the
predetermined radio resources (YES in S1003), the process returns to step S1001. When the result of the carrier sense
indicates that no signal is transmitted from other nodes through the predetermined radio resources for a predetermined
time (NO in S1003), the process proceeds to step S1005.
[0121] The base station 100 does not transmit (or receive) a signal through the predetermined radio resources among
the radio resources of the shared band and transmits a signal (or receives) through other radio resources among the
radio resources of the shared band (S1005). Further, the first control unit 155 of the base station 100 controls the wireless
communication of the base station 100 in the shared band in a manner that a signal is not transmitted through the
predetermined radio resources, and a signal is transmitted through the other radio resources.
[0122] When the wireless communication using the shared band ends (YES in S1007), the process ends. When the
wireless communication using the shared band does not end (NO in S1007), the process returns to step S1005.
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(Second process)

[0123] FIG. 13 is a sequence diagram illustrating an example of a schematic flow of a second process according to
the first embodiment. The second process is a process related to the end of the wireless communication using the shared
band.
[0124] The base station 100A gives a notification indicating a timing (a termination timing) at which the base station
100A ends the wireless communication using the shared band to the base station 100B (S1011).
[0125] The base station 100B transmits an acknowledgement of the notification to the base station 100A.
[0126] Thereafter, the base station 100A ends the wireless communication using the shared band at the termination
timing (S1015).
[0127] Further, the base station 100B ends the wireless communication using the shared band according to the
termination timing (S1017). For example, the base station 100B ends the wireless communication using the shared band
at the termination timing.

«3. Second embodiment»

[0128] Next, a second embodiment will be described with reference to FIGS. 14 and 15.

<3.1. Overview>

(Technical problem)

[0129] For example, the frequency band (for example, the channel of the wireless LAN included in the band of 5 GHz)
is shared between the cellular system and the wireless LAN. However, in this case, a specific wireless LAN node is
unable to perform wireless communication for a long time.
[0130] Referring back to FIG. 3, for example, the wireless LAN node 20A receives the signal transmitted from the base
station 10A but does not receive the signal transmitted from the base station 10B. The wireless LAN node 20B receives
the signal transmitted from the base station 10B but does not receive the signal transmitted from the base station 10A.
The wireless LAN node 20C receives the signal transmitted from the base station 10A and the signal transmitted from
the base station 10B. Thus, for example, the wireless LAN node 20A is unable to perform wireless communication using
the shared band while the base station 10A is transmitting the signal. Thus, the wireless LAN node 20B is unable to
perform wireless communication using the shared band while the base station 10B is transmitting the signal. Thus, the
wireless LAN node 20C is unable to perform wireless communication using the shared band while at least one of the
base station 10A and the base station 10B is transmitting the signal. For this reason, the wireless LAN node 20C may
become unable to perform wireless communication for a longer time than the wireless LAN node 20A and the wireless
LAN node 20B.
[0131] In this regard, it is desirable to provide a mechanism which is capable of preventing a situation in which a
specific wireless LAN node is unable to perform wireless communication for a long time.

(Solution)

[0132] In the second embodiment, the base station 100 gives a notification indicating a timing at which the base station
100 ends wireless communication using the frequency band shared by the cellular system and the wireless LAN to one
or more other base stations.
[0133] In the second embodiment, the base station 100 ends wireless communication using the frequency band
according to a timing at which another base station ends wireless communication using the frequency band shared by
the cellular system and the wireless LAN.
[0134] Accordingly, it is possible to prevent a situation in which a specific wireless LAN node is unable to perform
wireless communication for a long time.

<3.2. Schematic configuration of communication system>

[0135] Next, a schematic configuration of a communication system 2 according to the second embodiment will be
described with reference to FIG. 14. FIG. 14 is an explanatory diagram illustrating an example of a schematic configuration
of the communication system 2 according to the second embodiment. Referring to FIG. 14, the communication system
2 includes a base station 200 and a wireless LAN node 20.
[0136] Description of a schematic configuration of the communication system 2 is similar to the description of the
schematic configuration of the communication system 1 according to the first embodiment except that reference numerals
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are different. Thus, repeated description is omitted. For the sake of description of the schematic configuration of the
communication system 2 according to the second embodiment, the "base station 100" and the "cell 101" described in
the schematic configuration of the communication system 1 according to the first embodiment are replaced with a "base
station 200" and a "cell 201," respectively.

<3.3. Configuration of base station>

[0137] Next, an example of a configuration of the base station 200 according to the second embodiment will be
described with reference to FIG. 15. FIG. 15 is a block diagram illustrating an example of a configuration of the base
station 200 according to the second embodiment. Referring to FIG. 15, the base station 200 includes an antenna unit
210, a wireless communication unit 220, a network communication unit 230, a storage unit 240, and a processing unit 250.
[0138] Description of a configuration of the base station 200 is similar to the description of the configuration of the
base station 100 according to the first embodiment except that reference numerals are different. Thus, repeated de-
scription is omitted. For the sake of description of the base station 200 according to the second embodiment, the "base
station 100," the "antenna unit 110," the "wireless communication unit 120," the "network communication unit 130," the
"storage unit 140," the "processing unit 150," the "carrier sense unit 151," the "information acquiring unit 153," the "first
control unit 155," and the "second control unit 157" described in the configuration of the base station 100 according to
the first embodiment are replaced with a "base station 200," an "antenna unit 210," a "wireless communication unit 220,"
a "network communication unit 230," a "storage unit 240," a "processing unit 250," a "carrier sense unit 251," an "infor-
mation acquiring unit 253," a "first control unit 255," and a "second control unit 257," respectively.

<3.4. Technical characteristics of second embodiment>

[0139] Next, technical characteristics of the second embodiment will be described.

(Notification of termination timing to other base station)

[0140] For example, the information acquiring unit 253 acquires information indicating a timing at which the base
station 200 ends wireless communication using the shared band (that is, the frequency band shared by the cellular
system and the wireless LAN) (hereinafter referred to as "first timing information"). Then, the second control unit 257
gives a notification indicating the timing to one or more other base stations.
[0141] The first embodiment and the second embodiment do not differ in description of this point except that reference
numbers and drawing numbers are different. Thus, repeated description is omitted. For the sake of description of this
point in the second embodiment, the "network communication unit 130," the "processing unit 150," the "information
acquiring unit 153," the "second control unit 157," and "FIG. 6" described in connection with this point in the first em-
bodiment are replaced with a "network communication unit 230," a "processing unit 250," an "information acquiring unit
253," a "second control unit 257," and "FIG. 14," respectively.

(End of wireless communication using shared band)

[0142] For example, the information acquiring unit 253 acquires information indicating a timing at which another base
station ends the wireless communication using the shared band (hereinafter referred to as "second timing information").
Then, the first control unit 255 ends the wireless communication of the base station 200 in the shared band according
to the timing.
[0143] The first embodiment and the second embodiment do not differ in description of this point except that reference
numbers and drawing numbers are different. Thus, repeated description is omitted. For the sake of description of this
point in the second embodiment, the "storage unit 140," the "processing unit 150," the "information acquiring unit 153,"
and the "first control unit 155" described in connection with this point in the first embodiment are replaced with a "storage
unit 240," a "processing unit 250," an "information acquiring unit 253," and a "first control unit 255," respectively.

<2.5. Flow of process>

[0144] Next, the flow of a process according to the second embodiment will be described.
[0145] Description of a process according to the second embodiment is similar to description of the second process
according to the first embodiment. Thus, repeated description is omitted. For the sake of description of the process
according to the second embodiment, the "base station 100A" and the "base station 100B" described in the second
process according to the first embodiment are replaced with the "base station 200A" and the "base station 200B,"
respectively.
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<<4. Third embodiment>>

[0146] Next, a third embodiment will be described with reference to FIGS. 16 to 21.

<4.1. Overview>

(Technical problem)

[0147] Description of a technical problem related to the third embodiment is similar to the description of the technical
problem related to the first embodiment. Thus, repeated description is omitted here.

(Solution)

[0148] In the third embodiment, a representative base station of the cellular system performs the carrier sense for the
frequency band shared by the cellular system and the wireless LAN. Further, when the result of the carrier sense indicates
that the frequency band is usable, the representative base station gives a notification to one or more base stations
corresponding to the representative base station.
[0149] Further, in the third embodiment, the base station performs wireless communication using the frequency band
according to the notification which is given to the base station from the representative base station of the cellular system
that performs the carrier sense for the frequency band shared by the cellular system and the wireless LAN when the
result of the carrier sense indicates that the frequency band is usable.
[0150] Accordingly, for example, the frequency band shared by the cellular system and the wireless LAN (that is, the
shared band) can be more flexibly used in the cellular system.

<4.2. Schematic configuration of communication system>

[0151] Next, a schematic configuration of a communication system 3 according to the third embodiment will be described
with reference to FIG. 16. FIG. 16 is an explanatory diagram illustrating an example of a schematic configuration of the
communication system 3 according to the third embodiment. Referring to FIG. 16, the communication system 3 includes
a base station 300, a base station 400, and a wireless LAN node 20.

(Base stations 300 and 400)

[0152] Each of the base station 300 and the base station 400 is a base station of the cellular system. For example,
the cellular system is a system conforming to LTE, LTE-Advanced, or a communication standard equivalent thereto.

(a) Relation between base station 300 and base station 400

[0153] Particularly, in the third embodiment, the base station 300 is the representative base station of the cellular
system. On the other hand, the base station 400 is a base station corresponding to the base station 300 (that is, the
representative base station).
[0154] As an example, the base station 300 (the representative base station) is a base station which is a cluster head
of a small cell cluster. In this case, the base station 400 is another base station that constitutes the small cell cluster.
[0155] As another example, the base station 300 (the representative base station) may be a base station of the macro
cell. In this case, the base station 400 is a base station of the small cell overlapping the macro cell.

(b) Frequency band

[0156] Each of the base station 300 and the base station 400 performs wireless communication using the frequency
band for the cellular system. For example, the frequency band is a component carrier for the cellular system.
[0157] Particularly, in the third embodiment, each of the base station 300 and the base station 400 further performs
wireless communication using the frequency band shared by the cellular system and the wireless LAN (that is, the shared
band). For example, the shared band is a channel of the wireless LAN. More specifically, for example, the shared band
is a channel of a band of 5 GHz (or a band of 2.4 GHz) and has a bandwidth of 20 MHz.
[0158] The frequency band for the cellular system is a licensed band or a frequency band included in the licensed
band. The shared band is the unlicensed band or the frequency band included in the unlicensed band.
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(c) Wireless communication with terminal device

[0159] Each of the base station 300 and the base station 400 performs wireless communication with the terminal
device. For example, each of the base station 300 and the base station 400 transmits a downlink signal to the terminal
device and receives an uplink signal from the terminal device.

(Wireless LAN node 20)

[0160] The wireless LAN node 20 is an access point or a station of the wireless LAN. For example, the wireless LAN
node 20 operates according to any one of IEEE 802.11 standards (for example, IEEE 802.11a, 11b, 11g, 11n, 11ac,
11ad, and the like).
[0161] The wireless LAN node 20 performs wireless communication through the channel of the wireless LAN (that is,
the shared band). For example, the wireless LAN node 20 performs wireless communication according to the CSMA.
More specifically, for example, the wireless LAN node 20 performs the carrier sense for the channel. Further, when the
result of the carrier sense indicates that the channel is usable (for example, when the result of the carrier sense indicates
that no signal is transmitted from other nodes through the channel for a predetermined time), the wireless LAN node 20
performs wireless communication through the channel.

<4.3. Configuration of base station>

[0162] Next, an example of a configuration of the base station 300 according to the third embodiment will be described
with reference to FIG. 17. FIG. 17 is a block diagram illustrating an example of a configuration of the base station 300
according to the third embodiment. Referring to FIG. 17, the base station 300 includes an antenna unit 310, a wireless
communication unit 320, a network communication unit 330, a storage unit 340 and a processing unit 350.

(Antenna unit 310)

[0163] The antenna unit 310 emits a signal output by the wireless communication unit 320 into space as radio waves.
The antenna unit 310 converts the radio waves from space into a signal, and outputs the signal to the wireless commu-
nication unit 320.

(Wireless communication unit 320)

[0164] The wireless communication unit 320 performs transmission and reception of a signal. For example, the wireless
communication unit 320 performs transmission and reception of a signal using the frequency band for the cellular system
and/or the frequency band shared by the cellular system and the wireless LAN (that is, the shared band).

(Network communication unit 330)

[0165] The network communication unit 330 performs transmission and reception of information. For example, the
network communication unit 330 transmits information to another node, and receives information from another node.
Examples of another node include another base station and a core network node.

(Storage unit 340)

[0166] The storage unit 340 temporarily or permanently stores programs and data for the operation of the base station
300.

(Processing unit 350)

[0167] The processing unit 350 provides various functions of the base station 300. The processing unit 350 includes
a carrier sense unit 351, a first control unit 353, and a second control unit 355. The processing unit 350 may further
include any component other than these components. In other words, the processing unit 350 can perform an operation
other than operations of these components.

(Carrier sense unit 351)

[0168] The carrier sense unit 351 performs the carrier sense. For example, the carrier sense unit 351 performs the
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carrier sense for the frequency band shared by the cellular system and the wireless LAN (that is, the shared band). In
other words, the carrier sense unit 351 checks whether or not a signal is transmitted from other nodes using the shared
band.

(First control unit 353)

[0169] The first control unit 353 gives a notification to another node. For example, another node includes another base
station. For example, the first control unit 353 gives a notification to another node by transmitting information (for example,
a message) to another node through the network communication unit 330.

(Second control unit 355)

[0170] The second control unit 355 controls wireless communication of the base station 300. For example, the second
control unit 355 controls wireless communication of the base station 300 in the frequency band shared by the cellular
system and the wireless LAN (that is, the shared band). Further, for example, the second control unit 355 controls
wireless communication of the base station 300 in the frequency band for the cellular system.

<4.4. Configuration of base station>

[0171] Next, an example of a configuration of the base station 400 according to the third embodiment will be described
with reference to FIG. 18. FIG. 18 is a block diagram illustrating an example of a configuration of the base station 400
according to the third embodiment. Referring to FIG. 18, the base station 400 includes an antenna unit 410, a wireless
communication unit 420, a network communication unit 430, a storage unit 440, and a processing unit 450.

(Antenna unit 410)

[0172] The antenna unit 410 emits a signal output by the wireless communication unit 420 into space as radio waves.
The antenna unit 410 converts the radio waves from space into a signal, and outputs the signal to the wireless commu-
nication unit 420.

(Wireless communication unit 420)

[0173] The wireless communication unit 420 performs transmission and reception of a signal. For example, the wireless
communication unit 420 performs transmission and reception of a signal using the frequency band for the cellular system
and/or the frequency band shared by the cellular system and the wireless LAN (that is, the shared band).

(Network communication unit 430)

[0174] The network communication unit 430 performs transmission and reception of information. For example, the
network communication unit 430 transmits information to another node, and receives information from another node.
Examples of another node include another base station and a core network node.

(Storage unit 440)

[0175] The storage unit 440 temporarily or permanently stores programs and data for the operation of the base station
400.

(Processing unit 450)

[0176] The processing unit 450 provides various functions of the base station 400. The processing unit 450 includes
a receiving unit 451 and a control unit 453. The processing unit 450 may further include any component other than these
components. In other words, the processing unit 450 can perform an operation other than operations of these components.

(Receiving unit 451)

[0177] The receiving unit 451 receives a notification given from another node. Another node includes another base
station. For example, the receiving unit 451 receives a notification given from another node by acquiring information (for
example, a message) transmitted from another node through the network communication unit 430.
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(Control unit 453)

[0178] The control unit 453 controls wireless communication of the base station 400. For example, the control unit
453 controls wireless communication of the base station 400 in a manner that the base station 400 performs wireless
communication using the frequency band for the cellular system or the shared band. For example, the control unit 453
starts or ends wireless communication of the base station 400 in the shared band.

<4.5. Technical characteristics of third embodiment>

[0179] Next, technical characteristics of the third embodiment will be described with reference to FIG. 19.

(Carrier sense and notification)

(a) Carrier sense for shared band

[0180] The base station 300 (the carrier sense unit 351) performs the carrier sense for the shared band (that is, the
frequency band shared by the cellular system and the wireless LAN). In other words, the base station 300 (the carrier
sense unit 351) checks whether or not a signal is transmitted from other nodes using the shared band.

(b) Notification

[0181] Further, when the result of the carrier sense indicates that the shared band is usable (for example, when the
result of the carrier sense indicates that no signal is transmitted from other nodes through the channel for a predetermined
time), the base station 300 (the first control unit 353) gives a notification to one or more base stations 400. As an example,
the base station 300 gives the notification through transmission of information (a message).
[0182] Accordingly, for example, the frequency band shared by the cellular system and the wireless LAN (that is, the
shared band) can be more flexibly used in the cellular system. More specifically, for example, one or more base stations
400 may not perform the carrier sense since it is desirable that the wireless communication using the shared band be
performed according to the notification given by the base station 300 serving as the representative base station. For
this reason, a situation in which the base station 400 detects a signal transmitted from another base station (the base
station 300 or the base station 400) in the carrier sense for the shared band and becomes unable to use the shared
band does not occur. In other words, competition between the base stations in the shared band can be prevented. Thus,
the shared band can be more flexibly used in the cellular system (for example, through interference control or the like).

(b-1) Notification of start timing

[0183] For example, the notification includes a notification of a start timing of the wireless communication using the
shared band. In other words, when the result of the carrier sense indicates that the shared band is usable, the base
station 300 (the first control unit 353) gives a notification indicating the start timing of the wireless communication using
the shared band to one or more base stations 400.
[0184] As an example, the base station 300 (the first control unit 353) performs the notification indicating the start
timing through transmission of information (for example, a message) indicating a time of the start timing. As another
example, the base station 300 (the first control unit 353) may perform the notification indicating the start timing through
transmission of information indicating an adjustment time up to the start timing. The third embodiment is not limited to
this example, and the base station 300 (the first control unit 353) may perform the notification indicating the start timing
through transmission of any other information specifying the start timing.
[0185] Accordingly, for example, the wireless communication of the base stations using the shared band can be set
to start at the same timing. Thus, for example, interference control between the base stations is easily performed. Further,
it is possible to prevent a situation in which a specific wireless LAN node is unable to perform wireless communication
for a long time.

(b-2) Notification of termination timing

[0186] For example, the notification includes a notification indicating the termination timing of the wireless communi-
cation using the shared band. In other words, when the result of the carrier sense indicates that the shared band is
usable, the base station 300 (the first control unit 353) gives a notification indicating the termination timing of the wireless
communication using the shared band to one or more base stations 400.
[0187] As an example, the base station 300 (the first control unit 353) gives the notification of the termination timing
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through transmission of information (for example, a message) indicating a time of the termination timing. As another
example, the base station 300 (the first control unit 353) may give the notification of the termination timing through
transmission of information indicating a period from the start timing to the termination timing (that is, a period in which
the wireless communication using the shared band is performed). The third embodiment is not limited to this example,
and the base station 300 (the first control unit 353) may give the notification of the termination timing through transmission
of any other information specifying the termination timing.
[0188] Accordingly, for example, the wireless communication of the base stations using the shared band can be set
to end at the same timing. Thus, for example, it is possible to prevent a situation in which a specific wireless LAN node
is unable to perform wireless communication for a long time.
[0189] In the second embodiment, individual base stations give the notification indicating the termination timing to
other base stations, but in the third embodiment, the representative base station (the base station 300) gives the noti-
fication indicating the termination timing to one or more other base stations (the base station 400) collectively. Thus, in
the third embodiment, even when there are a plurality of base stations (for example, in the case of the small cell cluster
or the like), the process is not complicated.

(Transmission of busy tone using shared band)

[0190] For example, the base station 300 transmits a busy tone using the shared band until the start timing of the
wireless communication using the shared band. The second control unit 355 controls the transmission of the busy tone
by the base station 300 using the shared band in a manner that the base station 300 transmits the busy tone using the
shared band until the start timing.
[0191] As an example, the second control unit 355 maps a busy tone signal to the radio resources of the shared band
until the start timing. Accordingly, the base station 300 transmits the busy tone using the shared band until the start timing.
[0192] Thus, for example, it is possible to suppress wireless communication of the wireless LAN node in the shared
band until the start timing.

(Wireless communication using shared band)

(a) Base station 400

[0193] When the result of the carrier sense indicates that the shared band is usable, the base station 400 (the receiving
unit 451) receives the notification given from the base station 300 to the base station 400. Then, the base station 400
performs wireless communication using the shared band according to the notification. The control unit 453 controls
wireless communication of the base station 400 in a manner that the base station 400 performs wireless communication
using the shared band according to the notification.
[0194] As an example, the receiving unit 451 receives the notification given from another node by acquiring information
(for example, a message) transmitted from the base station 300 through the network communication unit 430.
[0195] As an example, the control unit 453 controls wireless communication of the base station 400 by performing
allocation of the radio resources of the shared band, a transmission process for transmission using the shared band, a
reception process for reception using the shared band, and the like.

(a-1) Start timing

[0196] For example, the notification includes a notification indicating the start timing of the wireless communication
using the shared band. In this case, the base station 400 starts the wireless communication using the shared band
according to the start timing. The control unit 453 starts wireless communication of the base station 400 in the shared
band according to the start timing. For example, the control unit 453 starts wireless communication of the base station
400 in the shared band according to the start timing.
[0197] As an example, the control unit 453 sets a first timer based on the start timing, and starts the first timer. Then,
the control unit 453 starts wireless communication of the base station 400 in the shared band after the first timer expires.

(a-2) Termination timing

[0198] For example, the notification includes a notification indicating the termination timing of the wireless communi-
cation using the shared band. In this case, the base station 400 ends the wireless communication using the shared band
according to the termination timing. The control unit 453 ends wireless communication of the base station 400 in the
shared band according to the termination timing. For example, the control unit 453 ends wireless communication of the
base station 400 in the shared band at the termination timing.
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[0199] As an example, the control unit 453 sets a second timer based on the termination timing, and starts the second
timer. Then, the control unit 453 ends wireless communication of the base station 400 in the shared band after the
second timer expires.

(b) Base station 300

[0200] For example, when the result of the carrier sense indicates that the shared band is usable, the base station
300 performs wireless communication using the shared band. When the result of the carrier sense indicates that the
shared band is usable, the second control unit 355 controls wireless communication of the base station 300 in a manner
that the base station 300 performs wireless communication using the shared band.
[0201] As an example, the second control unit 355 controls wireless communication of the base station 300 by per-
forming allocation of the radio resources of the shared band, a transmission process for transmission using the shared
band, and/or a reception process for reception using the shared band.

(b-1) Start timing

[0202] For example, the base station 300 starts the wireless communication using the shared band according to the
start timing. The second control unit 355 starts wireless communication of the base station 300 in the shared band
according to the start timing. For example, the second control unit 355 starts wireless communication of the base station
300 in the shared band at the start timing.
[0203] As an example, the second control unit 355 sets a first timer based on the start timing, and starts the first timer.
Then, the control unit 355 starts wireless communication of the base station 300 in the shared band after the first timer
expires.

(b-2) Termination timing

[0204] For example, the base station 300 ends the wireless communication using the shared band according to the
termination timing. The second control unit 355 ends wireless communication of the base station 300 in the shared band
according to the termination timing. For example, the second control unit 355 ends wireless communication of the base
station 300 in the shared band at the termination timing.
[0205] As an example, the second control unit 355 sets a second timer based on the termination timing, and starts
the second timer. Then, the second control unit 355 ends wireless communication of the base station 300 in the shared
band after the second timer expires.

(Specific example of operation)

[0206] A specific example of operations of the base station 300 and the base station 400 according to the third
embodiment will be described with reference to FIG. 19. FIG. 19 is an explanatory diagram for describing an example
of operations of the base station 300 and the base station 400 according to the third embodiment. When the transmission
of the signal by the wireless LAN node 20 using the shared band ends, the base station 300 performs the carrier sense
for the shared band. When the result of the carrier sense indicates that the shared band is usable, the base station 300
gives a notification indicating the start timing of the wireless communication using the shared band and the termination
timing of the wireless communication using the shared band to one or more base stations 400. Further, the base station
300 transmits a busy tone (BT) using the shared band until the start timing. Then, the base station 300 and one or more
base stations 400 start the wireless communication using the shared band at the start timing. Further, the base station
300 and one or more base stations 400 end the wireless communication using the shared band at the termination timing.

<4.6. Flow of process>

[0207] Next, the flow of a process according to the third embodiment will be described with reference to FIGS. 20 and 21.

(First process)

[0208] FIG. 20 is a sequence diagram illustrating an example of a schematic flow of a first process according to the
third embodiment. The first process is a process related to both of the base station 300 and the base station 400.
[0209] The base station 300 gives a notification indicating that a signal is detected in the shared band (the frequency
band shared by the cellular system and the wireless LAN) to the base station 400 (S1031).
[0210] Then, the base station 300 gives a notification indicating the start of the carrier sense for the shared band to
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the base station 400 (S1033). In other words, the base station 300 gives a notification indicating that the base station
300 starts the carrier sense to the base station 400.
[0211] Thereafter, when the result of the carrier sense indicates that the shared band is usable, the base station 300
gives a notification indicating the start timing of the wireless communication using the shared band and the termination
timing of the wireless communication using the shared band to one or more base stations 400 (S1035).
[0212] The base station 300 and one or more base stations 400 start the wireless communication using the shared
band at the start timing (S1037 and S1039). The base station 300 transmits the busy tone using the shared band until
the start timing.
[0213] The base station 300 and one or more base stations 400 end the wireless communication using the shared
band at the termination timing (S1041, S1043).

(Second process)

[0214] FIG. 21 is a flowchart illustrating an example of a schematic flow of a second process according to the third
embodiment. The second process is a process related to the start or end of the wireless communication using the shared
band. Here, an example in which an entity that performs the second process is the base station 400 (the control unit
453) will be described, but the second process may be similarly performed by the base station 300 (the second control
unit 355).
[0215] The control unit 453 sets the first timer based on the start timing of the wireless communication using the shared
band whose notification is given from the base station 300 to the base station 400, and starts the first timer (S1051).
Further, the control unit 453 sets the second timer based on the termination timing of the wireless communication using
the shared band whose notification is given from the base station 300 to the base station 400, and starts the second
timer (S1053).
[0216] Thereafter, when the first timer expires (YES in S1055), the base station 400 starts the wireless communication
using the shared band (S1057). In other words, the control unit 453 starts the wireless communication of the base station
400 in the shared band.
[0217] Further, when the second timer expires (YES in S1059), the base station 400 ends the wireless communication
using the shared band (S1061). In other words, the control unit 453 ends the wireless communication of the base station
400 in the shared band. Then, the process ends.

«5. Application example»

[0218] Technology according to the present disclosure is applicable to various products. For example, the base station
(or the base station 100, the base station 200, the base station 300 or the base station 400) may be implemented as a
type of eNB such as a macro eNB or a small eNB. The small eNB may be an eNB to cover a cell smaller than a macro
cell such as a pico eNB, a micro eNB, or a home (femto) eNB. Conversely, the base stations may also be realized as
another type of base station, such as a Node B or a base transceiver station (BTS). The base stations may also include
a main unit that controls wireless communication (also called a base station device), and one or more remote radio
heads (RRHs) placed in a location separate from the main unit. Also, various types of terminals to be described below
temporarily or semi-permanently execute a base station function and therefore may operate as the base stations. Further,
at least part of components of the base stations may be implemented in a base station device or a module for the base
station device.

(First application example)

[0219] FIG. 22 is a block diagram illustrating a first example of a schematic configuration of an eNB to which the
technology of the present disclosure may be applied. An eNB 800 includes one or more antennas 810 and a base station
device 820. Each antenna 810 and the base station device 820 may be connected to each other via an RF cable.
[0220] Each of the antennas 810 includes a single or multiple antenna elements (such as multiple antenna elements
included in an MIMO antenna), and is used for the base station device 820 to transmit and receive radio signals. The
eNB 800 may include the multiple antennas 810, as illustrated in FIG. 22. For example, the multiple antennas 810 may
be compatible with multiple frequency bands used by the eNB 800. Although FIG. 22 illustrates the example in which
the eNB 800 includes the multiple antennas 810, the eNB 800 may also include a single antenna 810.
[0221] The base station device 820 includes a controller 821, a memory 822, a network interface 823, and a wireless
communication interface 825.
[0222] The controller 821 may be, for example, a CPU or a DSP, and operates various functions of a higher layer of
the base station device 820. For example, the controller 821 generates a data packet from data in signals processed
by the wireless communication interface 825, and transfers the generated packet via the network interface 823. The
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controller 821 may bundle data from multiple base band processors to generate the bundled packet, and transfer the
generated bundled packet. The controller 821 may have logical functions of performing control such as radio resource
control, radio bearer control, mobility management, admission control, and scheduling. The control may be performed
in corporation with an eNB or a core network node in the vicinity. The memory 822 includes RAM and ROM, and stores
a program that is executed by the controller 821, and various types of control data (such as a terminal list, transmission
power data, and scheduling data).
[0223] The network interface 823 is a communication interface for connecting the base station device 820 to a core
network 824. The controller 821 may communicate with a core network node or another eNB via the network interface
823. In that case, the eNB 800, and the core network node or the other eNB may be connected to each other through
a logical interface (such as an S1 interface and an X2 interface). The network interface 823 may also be a wired
communication interface or a wireless communication interface for radio backhaul. If the network interface 823 is a
wireless communication interface, the network interface 823 may use a higher frequency band for wireless communication
than a frequency band used by the wireless communication interface 825.
[0224] The wireless communication interface 825 supports any cellular communication scheme such as LTE and LTE-
Advanced, and provides radio connection to a terminal positioned in a cell of the eNB 800 via the antenna 810. The
wireless communication interface 825 may typically include, for example, a baseband (BB) processor 826 and an RF
circuit 827. The BB processor 826 may perform, for example, encoding/decoding, modulating/demodulating, and mul-
tiplexing/demultiplexing, and performs various types of signal processing of layers (such as L1, medium access control
(MAC), radio link control (RLC), and a packet data convergence protocol (PDCP)). The BB processor 826 may have a
part or all of the above-mentioned logical functions instead of the controller 821. The BB processor 826 may be a memory
that stores a communication control program, or a module that includes a processor and a related circuit configured to
execute the program. Updating the program may allow the functions of the BB processor 826 to be changed. The module
may be a card or a blade that is inserted into a slot of the base station device 820. Alternatively, the module may also
be a chip that is mounted on the card or the blade. Meanwhile, the RF circuit 827 may include, for example, a mixer, a
filter, and an amplifier, and transmits and receives radio signals via the antenna 810.
[0225] The wireless communication interface 825 may include the multiple BB processors 826, as illustrated in FIG.
22. For example, the multiple BB processors 826 may be compatible with multiple frequency bands used by the eNB
800. The wireless communication interface 825 may include the multiple RF circuits 827, as illustrated in FIG. 22. For
example, the multiple RF circuits 827 may be compatible with multiple antenna elements. Although FIG. 22 illustrates
the example in which the wireless communication interface 825 includes the multiple BB processors 826 and the multiple
RF circuits 827, the wireless communication interface 825 may also include a single BB processor 826 or a single RF
circuit 827.
[0226] In the eNB 800 illustrated in FIG. 23, one or more components (the carrier sense unit 151, the information
acquiring unit 153, the first control unit 155 and/or the second control unit 157) included in the processing unit 150
described with reference to FIG. 7 may be implemented in the wireless communication interface 825. Alternatively, at
least a part of such components may be implemented in the controller 821. As one example, the eNB 800 is equipped
with a module including a part (for example, the BB processor 826) or all of the wireless communication interface 825
and/or the controller 821, and the one or more components may be implemented in the module. In this case, the above-
mentioned module may store a program for causing the processor to function as the one or more components (in other
words, a program for causing the processor to execute the operation of the one or more components) and execute the
program. As another example, a program for causing the processor to function as the one or more components is
installed in the eNB 800, and the wireless communication interface 825 (for example, the BB processor 826) and/or the
controller 821 may execute the program. As mentioned above, the eNB 800, the base station device 820, or the above-
mentioned module may be provided as the device including the one or more components, and the program for causing
the processor to function as the one or more components may be provided. Also, a readable storage medium storing
the above-mentioned program may be provided. With respect to these points, the one or more components (the carrier
sense unit 251, the information acquiring unit 253, the first control unit 255 and/or the second control unit 257) included
in the processing unit 250 described with reference to FIG. 15, the one or more components (the carrier sense unit 351,
the first control unit 353 and/or the second control unit 355) included in the processing unit 350 described with reference
to FIG. 17, and one or more components (the reception unit 451 and/or the control unit 453) included in the processing
unit 450 described above with reference to FIG. 18 are also similar to the one or more components included in the
processing unit 150.
[0227] Also, in the eNB 800 illustrated in FIG. 22, the wireless communication unit 120 described with reference to
FIG. 7 may be implemented in the wireless communication interface 825 (for example, the RF circuit 827). Also, the
antenna unit 110 may be implemented in the antenna 810. Also, the network communication unit 130 may be implemented
in the controller 821 and/or the network interface 823. For this point, the antenna unit 210, the wireless communication
unit 220, and the network communication unit 230 described above with reference to FIG. 15, the antenna unit 310, the
wireless communication unit 320, and the network communication unit 330 described above with reference to FIG. 17,
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and the antenna unit 410, the wireless communication unit 420, and the network communication unit 430 described
above with reference to FIG. 18 are similar to the antenna unit 110, the wireless communication unit 120, and the network
communication unit 130.

(Second application example)

[0228] FIG. 23 is a block diagram illustrating a second example of a schematic configuration of an eNB to which the
technology of the present disclosure may be applied. An eNB 830 includes one or more antennas 840, a base station
device 850, and an RRH 860. Each antenna 840 and the RRH 860 may be connected to each other via an RF cable.
The base station device 850 and the RRH 860 may be connected to each other via a high speed line such as an optical
fiber cable.
[0229] Each of the antennas 840 includes a single or multiple antenna elements (such as multiple antenna elements
included in an MIMO antenna), and is used for the RRH 860 to transmit and receive radio signals. The eNB 830 may
include the multiple antennas 840, as illustrated in FIG. 23. For example, the multiple antennas 840 may be compatible
with multiple frequency bands used by the eNB 830. Although FIG. 23 illustrates the example in which the eNB 830
includes the multiple antennas 840, the eNB 830 may also include a single antenna 840.
[0230] The base station device 850 includes a controller 851, a memory 852, a network interface 853, a wireless
communication interface 855, and a connection interface 857. The controller 851, the memory 852, and the network
interface 853 are the same as the controller 821, the memory 822, and the network interface 823 described with reference
to FIG. 22.
[0231] The wireless communication interface 855 supports any cellular communication scheme such as LTE and LTE-
Advanced, and provides wireless communication to a terminal positioned in a sector corresponding to the RRH 860 via
the RRH 860 and the antenna 840. The wireless communication interface 855 may typically include, for example, a BB
processor 856. The BB processor 856 is the same as the BB processor 826 described with reference to FIG. 22, except
the BB processor 856 is connected to the RF circuit 864 of the RRH 860 via the connection interface 857. The wireless
communication interface 855 may include the multiple BB processors 856, as illustrated in FIG. 23. For example, the
multiple BB processors 856 may be compatible with multiple frequency bands used by the eNB 830. Although FIG. 23
illustrates the example in which the wireless communication interface 855 includes the multiple BB processors 856, the
wireless communication interface 855 may also include a single BB processor 856.
[0232] Furthermore, in addition to a cellular communication scheme, the wireless communication interface 855 may
support a radio LAN communication scheme. In that case, the wireless communication interface 825 may include the
BB processor 856 in the radio LAN communication scheme.
[0233] The RRH 860 includes a connection interface 861 and a wireless communication interface 863.
[0234] The connection interface 861 is an interface for connecting the RRH 860 (wireless communication interface
863) to the base station device 850. The connection interface 861 may also be a communication module for communication
in the above-mentioned high speed line.
[0235] The wireless communication interface 863 transmits and receives radio signals via the antenna 840. The
wireless communication interface 863 may typically include, for example, the RF circuit 864. The RF circuit 864 may
include, for example, a mixer, a filter, and an amplifier, and transmits and receives radio signals via the antenna 840.
The wireless communication interface 863 may include multiple RF circuits 864, as illustrated in FIG. 23. For example,
the multiple RF circuits 864 may support multiple antenna elements. Although FIG. 23 illustrates the example in which
the wireless communication interface 863 includes the multiple RF circuits 864, the wireless communication interface
863 may also include a single RF circuit 864.
[0236] In the eNB 830 illustrated in FIG. 23, one or more components (the carrier sense unit 151, the information
acquiring unit 153, the first control unit 155 and/or the second control unit 157) included in the processing unit 150
described with reference to FIG. 7 may be implemented in the wireless communication interface 855 and/or the wireless
communication interface 863. Alternatively, at least a part of such components may be implemented in the controller
851. As one example, the eNB 830 is equipped with a module including a part (for example, the BB processor 856) or
all of the wireless communication interface 855 and/or the controller 851, and the one or more components may be
implemented in the module. In this case, the above-mentioned module may store a program for causing the processor
to function as the one or more components (in other words, a program for causing the processor to execute the operation
of the one or more components) and execute the program. As another example, a program for causing the processor
to function as the one or more components is installed in the eNB 830, and the wireless communication interface 855
(for example, the BB processor 856) and/or the controller 851 may execute the program. As mentioned above, the eNB
830, the base station device 850, or the above-mentioned module may be provided as the device including the one or
more components, and the program for causing the processor to function as the one or more components may be
provided. Also, a readable storage medium storing the above-mentioned program may be provided. With respect to
these points, the one or more components (the carrier sense unit 251, the information acquiring unit 253, the first control
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unit 255 and/or the second control unit 257) included in the processing unit 250 described with reference to FIG. 15, the
one or more components (the carrier sense unit 351, the first control unit 353 and/or the second control unit 355) included
in the processing unit 350 described with reference to FIG. 17, and one or more components (the reception unit 451
and/or the control unit 453) included in the processing unit 450 described above with reference to FIG. 18 are also similar
to the one or more components included in the processing unit 150.
[0237] Also, in the eNB 830 illustrated in FIG. 23, the wireless communication unit 120 described, for example, with
reference to FIG. 7 may be implemented in the wireless communication interface 863 (for example, the RF circuit 864).
Also, the antenna unit 110 may be implemented in the antenna 840. Also, the network communication unit 130 may be
implemented in the controller 851 and/or the network interface 853. For this point, the antenna unit 210, the wireless
communication unit 220, and the network communication unit 230 described above with reference to FIG. 15, the antenna
unit 310, the wireless communication unit 320, and the network communication unit 330 described above with reference
to FIG. 17, and the antenna unit 410, the wireless communication unit 420 and the network communication unit 430
described above with reference to FIG. 18 are similar to the antenna unit 110, the wireless communication unit 120, and
the network communication unit 130.

«6. Conclusion»

[0238] Each of the devices and the processes according to the embodiments of the present disclosure has been
described with reference to FIGS. 3 to 23.

(First embodiment)

[0239] According to the first embodiment, the base station 100 includes the carrier sense unit 151 that performs the
carrier sense for predetermined radio resources among the radio resources of the frequency band shared by the cellular
system and the wireless LAN and the first control unit 155 that controls the wireless communication of the base station
100 in the frequency band in a manner that no signal is transmitted through the predetermined radio resources among
the radio resources of the frequency band, and a signal is transmitted through radio resources other than the predeter-
mined radio resources.
[0240] Accordingly, for example, the frequency band shared by the cellular system and the wireless LAN (that is, the
shared band) can be more flexibly used in the cellular system.

(Second embodiment)

[0241] According to the second embodiment, the base station 200 includes the information acquiring unit 253 that
acquires information indicating a timing at which the base station 200 ends wireless communication using the frequency
band shared by the cellular system and the wireless LAN and the second control unit 257 gives a notification indicating
the timing to one or more base stations.
[0242] Further, according to the second embodiment, the base station 200 includes the first control unit 255 that
controls wireless communication of the base station 200 in the frequency band shared by the cellular system and the
wireless LAN and the information acquiring unit 253 that acquires information indicating a timing at which another base
station ends the wireless communication using the frequency band. The first control unit 255 ends the wireless commu-
nication of the base station 200 in the frequency band according to the timing.
[0243] Accordingly, it is possible to prevent a situation in which a specific wireless LAN node is unable to perform
wireless communication for a long time.

(Third embodiment)

[0244] According to the third embodiment, the base station 300 (the representative base station) includes the carrier
sense unit 351 that performs the carrier sense for the frequency band shared by the cellular system and the wireless
LAN and the first control unit 353 that gives a notification to one or more other base stations corresponding to the base
station 300 when the result of the carrier sense indicates that the frequency band is usable.
[0245] Further, according to the third embodiment, the base station 400 (the base station corresponding to the repre-
sentative base station) includes the receiving unit 451 that receives a notification which is given to the base station 400
from the representative base station of the cellular system that performs the carrier sense for the frequency band shared
by the cellular system and the wireless LAN when the result of the carrier sense indicates that the frequency band is
usable and the control unit 453 that controls wireless communication of the base station 400 in a manner that the base
station 400 performs wireless communication using the frequency band according to the notification.
[0246] Accordingly, for example, the frequency band shared by the cellular system and the wireless LAN (that is, the
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shared band) can be more flexibly used in the cellular system.
[0247] The preferred embodiment(s) of the present disclosure has/have been described above with reference to the
accompanying drawings, whilst the present disclosure is not limited to the above examples, of course. A person skilled
in the art may find various alterations and modifications within the scope of the appended claims, and it should be
understood that they will naturally come under the technical scope of the present disclosure.
[0248] Although an example in which the cellular system is a system conforming to LTE, LTE-Advanced, or a compliant
communication scheme has been described, the present disclosure is not limited to such an example. For example, the
cellular system may be the one conforming to another communication standard.
[0249] Also, the processing steps in each process in this specification are not strictly limited to execution in a time
series following the sequence described in a flowchart or a sequence diagram. For example, the processing steps in
each process may be executed in a sequence that differs from a sequence described herein as a flowchart or a sequence
diagram, and furthermore may be executed in parallel.
[0250] Further, it is also possible to create a computer program for making a processor (such as, for example, a CPU
and a DSP) provided at apparatuses (such as, for example, the base station, the base station device or the module of
the base station device) in the present specification function as the above-described apparatuses (in other words, a
computer program for making the processor execute operation of the components of the above-described apparatuses).
Further, it is also possible to provide a recording medium having the above-described computer program recorded
therein. Further, it is also possible to provide an apparatus (such as, for example, a base station, a base station device,
and a module for the base station device) including a memory having the above-described computer program stored
therein and one or more processors which can execute the above-described computer program. Further, a method
including the operation of the components (for example, the carrier sense unit, the information acquiring unit, the control
unit and/or the second control unit) of the above-described apparatuses is included in the technique according to the
present disclosure.
[0251] In addition, the advantageous effects described in this specification are merely for the sake of explanation or
illustration, and are not limiting. In other words, instead of or in addition to the above advantageous effects, technology
according to the present disclosure may exhibit other advantageous effects that are clear to persons skilled in the art
from the description of this specification.

Reference Signs List

[0252]

1, 2, 3 communication system
10 base station
20 wireless LAN node
30 shared band
31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36 partial band
41, 42, 43, 44 sub frame
100, 200, 300, 400 base station
151, 251, 351 carrier sense unit
153, 253 information acquiring unit
155, 255, 353 first control unit
157, 257, 355 second control unit
451 receiving unit
453 control unit

Claims

1. A device (100), comprising:

a carrier sense unit (151) configured to perform carrier sense for predetermined radio resources among radio
resources of a frequency band shared by a cellular system and a wireless local area network, LAN, wherein
the cellular system is a LTE-Advanced system; and
a first control unit (155) configured to control wireless communication of a base station of the cellular system
in the frequency band in a manner that no signal is transmitted through the predetermined radio resources
among the radio resources of the frequency band, and a signal is transmitted through radio resources other
than the predetermined radio resources, when the result of the carrier sense indicates that no signal is transmitted
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from other nodes through the predetermined radio resource for a predetermined time;
characterized in that
the frequency band is a channel of the wireless LAN, the predetermined radio resources are radio resources
of a partial band which is a part of the frequency band, and the other radio resources include radio resources
of another partial band which is part of the frequency band.

2. The device according to claim 1,
wherein the partial band is a fixed band that does not vary periodically.

3. The device according to claim 1,
wherein the partial band is a band that varies periodically, according to a predetermined pattern.

4. The device according to any preceding claim, further comprising:
a second control unit (157) configured to give a notification indicating a timing at which the base station ends the
wireless communication using the frequency band to one or more other base stations.

5. The device according to claim 4,
wherein the one or more other base stations include a base station of another cellular system different from the
cellular system.

6. The device according to claim 5,
wherein the cellular system is a system of a first operator, and
the other cellular system is a system of a second operator different from the first operator.

7. The device according to any preceding claim,
wherein the first control unit (155) is further configured to end the wireless communication of the base station in the
frequency band according to a timing at which another base station ends the wireless communication using the
frequency band.

8. The device according to any preceding claim,
wherein the device is the base station, a base station device for the base station, or a module for the base station
device.

9. A method, comprising:

performing, by a carrier sense unit (151), carrier sense for predetermined radio resources among radio resources
of a frequency band shared by a cellular system and a wireless local area network, LAN, wherein the cellular
system is a LTE-Advanced system; and
controlling, by a first control unit (155), wireless communication of a base station of the cellular system in the
frequency band in a manner that no signal is transmitted through the predetermined radio resources among
the radio resources of the frequency band, and a signal is transmitted through radio resources other than the
predetermined radio resources, when the result of the carrier sense indicates that no signal is transmitted from
other nodes through the predetermined radio resource for a predetermined time;
characterized in that
the frequency band is a channel of the wireless LAN, the predetermined radio resources are radio resources
of a partial band which is a part of the frequency band, and the other radio resources include radio resources
of another partial band which is part of the frequency band.

Patentansprüche

1. Vorrichtung (100), die Folgendes umfasst:

eine Trägererfassungseinheit (151), die konfiguriert ist, eine Trägererfassung für vorgegebene Funkbetriebs-
mittel unter Funkbetriebsmitteln eines Frequenzbands, das durch ein zellenbasiertes System und ein drahtloses
lokales Netz, LAN, gemeinsam genutzt wird, auszuführen, wobei das zellenbasierte System ein LTE-Advanced-
System ist; und
eine erste Steuereinheit (155), die konfiguriert ist, eine drahtlose Kommunikation einer Basisstation des zellen-
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basierten Systems in dem Frequenzband in der Weise zu steuern, dass kein Signal durch die vorgegebenen
Funkbetriebsmittel unter den Funkbetriebsmitteln des Frequenzbands gesendet wird, und ein Signal durch
Funkbetriebsmittel, die von den vorgegebenen Funkbetriebsmitteln verschieden sind, gesendet wird, wenn das
Ergebnis der Trägererfassung angibt, dass kein Signal von anderen Knoten durch das vorgegebene Funkbe-
triebsmittel für eine vorgegebene Zeit gesendet wird;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
das Frequenzband ein Kanal des drahtlosen LAN ist, wobei die vorgegebenen Funkbetriebsmittel Funkbetriebs-
mittel eines Teilbands sind, das ein Teil des Frequenzbands ist, und die anderen Funkbetriebsmittel Funkbe-
triebsmittel eines anderen Teilbands enthalten, das Teil des Frequenzbands ist.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1,
wobei das Teilband ein festgelegtes Band ist, das nicht periodisch variiert.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1,
wobei das Teilband ein Band ist, das gemäß einem vorgegebenen Muster periodisch variiert.

4. Vorrichtung nach einem vorhergehenden Anspruch, das ferner Folgendes umfasst:
eine zweite Steuereinheit (157), die konfiguriert ist, eine Benachrichtigung zu geben, die einen Zeitpunkt angibt, zu
dem die Basisstation die drahtlose Kommunikation unter Verwendung des Frequenzbands mit einer oder mehreren
anderen Basisstationen beendet.

5. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 4,
wobei die eine oder die mehreren anderen Basisstationen eine Basisstation eines anderen zellenbasierten Systems,
das von dem zellenbasierten System verschieden ist, enthalten.

6. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 5,
wobei das zellenbasierte System ein System eines ersten Betreibers ist und
das andere zellenbasierte System ein System eines zweiten Betreibers ist, der von dem ersten Betreiber verschieden
ist.

7. Vorrichtung nach einem vorhergehenden Anspruch, wobei die erste Steuereinheit (155) ferner konfiguriert ist, die
drahtlose Kommunikation der Basisstation in dem Frequenzband gemäß einem Zeitpunkt, zu dem die andere Ba-
sisstation die drahtlose Kommunikation unter Verwendung des Frequenzbands beendet, zu beenden.

8. Vorrichtung nach einem vorhergehenden Anspruch, wobei die Vorrichtung die Basisstation, eine Basisstationsvor-
richtung für die Basisstation oder ein Modul für die Basisstationsvorrichtung ist.

9. Verfahren, das Folgendes umfasst:

Steuern durch eine erste Trägererfassungseinheit (151) einer Trägererfassung für vorgegebene Funkbetriebs-
mittel unter Funkbetriebsmitteln eines Frequenzbands, das durch ein zellenbasiertes System und ein drahtloses
lokales Netz, LAN, gemeinsam genutzt wird, wobei das zellenbasierte System ein LTE-Advanced-System ist;
und
Steuern durch eine erste Steuereinheit (155) einer drahtlosen Kommunikation einer Basisstation des zellenba-
sierten Systems in dem Frequenzband in einer Weise, dass kein Signal durch die vorgegebenen Funkbetriebs-
mittel unter den Funkbetriebsmitteln des Frequenzbands gesendet wird, und ein Signal durch Funkbetriebsmittel,
die von den vorgegebenen Funkbetriebsmitteln verschieden sind, gesendet wird, wenn das Ergebnis der Trä-
gererfassung angibt, dass kein Signal von anderen Knoten durch das vorgegebene Funkbetriebsmittel für eine
vorgegebene Zeit gesendet wird;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
das Frequenzband ein Kanal des drahtlosen LAN ist, die vorgegebenen Funkbetriebsmittel Funkbetriebsmittel
eines Teilbands sind, das ein Teil des Frequenzbands ist, und die anderen Funkbetriebsmittel Funkbetriebsmittel
eines anderen Teilbands enthalten, das Teil des Frequenzbands ist.

Revendications

1. Dispositif (100), comprenant :
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une unité de détection de porteuse (151) configurée pour réaliser une détection de porteuse pour des ressources
radio prédéterminées parmi des ressources radio d’une bande de fréquences partagée par un système cellulaire
et un réseau local, LAN, sans fil, le système cellulaire étant un système LTE évolué ; et
une première unité de commande (155) configurée pour commander la communication sans fil d’une station
de base du système cellulaire dans la bande de fréquences de manière à ce qu’aucun signal ne soit transmis
par le biais des ressources radio prédéterminées parmi les ressources radio de la bande de fréquences, et
qu’un signal soit transmis par le biais de ressources radio autres que les ressources radio prédéterminées,
quand le résultat de la détection de porteuse indique qu’aucun signal n’est transmis depuis d’autres nœuds par
le biais de la ressource radio prédéterminée pendant une durée prédéterminée ;
caractérisé en ce que
la bande de fréquences est un canal du LAN sans fil, les ressources radio prédéterminées sont des ressources
radio d’une bande partielle qui fait partie de la bande de fréquences, et les autres ressources radio comportent
des ressources radio d’une autre bande partielle qui fait partie de la bande de fréquences.

2. Dispositif selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel la bande partielle est une bande fixe qui ne varie pas périodiquement.

3. Dispositif selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel la bande partielle est une bande qui varie périodiquement, selon un modèle prédéterminé.

4. Dispositif selon n’importe quelle revendication précédente, comprenant en outre :
une seconde unité de commande (157) configurée pour délivrer une notification indiquant une synchronisation à
laquelle la station de base met fin à la communication sans fil utilisant la bande de fréquences à une ou plusieurs
autres stations de base.

5. Dispositif selon la revendication 4,
dans lequel les une ou plusieurs autres stations de base comportent une station de base d’un autre système cellulaire
différent du système cellulaire.

6. Dispositif selon la revendication 5,
dans lequel le système cellulaire est un système d’un premier opérateur, et
l’autre système cellulaire est un système d’un second opérateur différent du premier opérateur.

7. Dispositif selon n’importe quelle revendication précédente,
dans lequel la première unité de commande (155) est configurée en outre pour mettre fin à la communication sans
fil de la station de base dans la bande de fréquences conformément à une synchronisation à laquelle une autre
station de base met fin à la communication sans fil utilisant la bande de fréquences.

8. Dispositif selon n’importe quelle revendication précédente,
le dispositif étant la station de base, un dispositif de station de base de la station de base, ou un module du dispositif
de station de base.

9. Procédé, comprenant :

la réalisation, par une unité de détection de porteuse (151), d’une détection de porteuse pour des ressources
radio prédéterminées parmi des ressources radio d’une bande de fréquences partagée par un système cellulaire
et un réseau local, LAN, sans fil, le système cellulaire étant un système LTE évolué ; et
la commande, par une première unité de commande (155), de la communication sans fil d’une station de base
du système cellulaire dans la bande de fréquences de manière à ce qu’aucun signal ne soit transmis par le
biais des ressources radio prédéterminées parmi les ressources radio de la bande de fréquences, et qu’un
signal soit transmis par le biais de ressources radio autres que les ressources radio prédéterminées, quand le
résultat de la détection de porteuse indique qu’aucun signal n’est transmis depuis d’autres nœuds par le biais
de la ressource radio prédéterminée pendant une durée prédéterminée ;
caractérisé en ce que
la bande de fréquences est un canal du LAN sans fil, les ressources radio prédéterminées sont des ressources
radio d’une bande partielle qui fait partie de la bande de fréquences, et les autres ressources radio comportent
des ressources radio d’une autre bande partielle qui fait partie de la bande de fréquences.
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